
The Palestinian Ministry of Economy is in the process of launching an online register for intellectual 
and industrial property agents in Palestine – West Bank at the beginning of the year 2021.

The Agents shall meet certain conditions and fulfill requirements for the registration application 
acceptance.

The online Register will allow the local registered agents to file for IP rights registration online, and 
further follow the status of the applications submitted on behalf of their clients up to the finalization of 
all procedures and payments online.

For logistical and administrative purposes, the trademark offices and the courts in both Kurdistan and 
Baghdad are closed and will not render any service from mid December 2020 going through the first 
week of January 2021.

As part of Saudi Authority of Intellectual Property efforts to protect IP rights, the inspection teams of the SAIP, 
in cooperation with the Saudi Public Security, made field raids targeting commercial stores that violate intellec-
tual property rights regulations in various regions of the Kingdom. This comes as an extension of the regular 
field raids that the inspection teams make to public facilities and shops.

The campaign focused during its first phase on computers, publications, audio and electronics stores in which 
intellectual property rights are violated in the conduct of their activities. The authority stresses the importance 
of respecting intellectual property rights, and that it will not be negligent in taking the necessary measures to 
hold accountable violators of the regulations in all areas in which the authority is concerned with taking care 
of its rights.

The Trademarks office in Gaza has issued a decision on 3 December 2020, stipulating of new official fees for 
filing an appeal against the registrar decision of (US$ 22).

The Saudi Authority for Intellectual Property announced the registration of architectural work in the optional 
registration service for the copyrights to include the optional registration service (computer software, 
applications and architectural designs).

SAIP explained that adding architectural works aimed for a creative purpose to create a safe environment 
that encourages creators to work in all fields in which SAIP is concerned with protecting rights.

The Saudi Authority also clarified the conditions for the registration which is the work or its contents that do 
not violate the provisions of Islamic law, the Kingdom’s regulations, or public morals that the required data 
and attachments be completed, and that it is not among the works excluded from the protection stipulated 
in the provisions of the fourth article of the Rights Protection Law The author, and the work must be in its final 
form and not a draft or preparatory work for its preparation, in addition to the payment of the fee or its 
contents do not violate.

The Authority announces to those wishing to submit registration requests to enter the service required data, 
platform through unified access, choose a classified registration service, fill in and attach the work that 
conforms to the conditions specified in the regulations, to complete the registration and examination 
procedures.
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The Saudi Authority for Intellectual Property announces the start of issuing business licenses and providing 
intellectual property services on the behalf of others before SAIP in all areas of intellectual property, as this 
service aims to enable the activity of providing intellectual property services to the interested persons and 
specialists.

This strategic initiative aims to regulate and follow up licenses for intellectual property agents, in addition to 
developing existing cadres and providing new cadres qualified to practice intellectual property activities and 
services. The initiative contributes to enhancing investment opportunities in this activity and following up the 
activities and services provided by agents and law firms to the beneficiaries for the purpose of submitting 
protection requests to the SAIP in order to raise the quality of those requests and help companies and law 
firms to provide quality services in accordance with market requirements and parallel to global practices in this 
field.

In this regard, SAIP has issued rules for licensing intellectual property service providers, which include 25 
articles to regulate the actions of agents mentioned in the intellectual property laws in the Kingdom, and to set 
the necessary controls and requirements for that and outside the kingdom.
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Intellectual Property Activities

The Saudi Authority for Intellectual Property signed a PPH agreement with China, and now it includes four 
Intellectual Property offices with (USA, South Korea, China , Japan) 
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